Elephant Trunk Parcel Drop

The elephant trunk panel drop is the perfect solution for parcel deliveries. The elephant trunk in always home even when you’re not, providing you with peace of mind that your parcel delivers are no longer missed or going missing. This full-service recuperation kit receives multiple parcels in an unobtrusive partition for your outdoor environment and a decorative stopper for when you don’t want to receive parcels. Its sturdy design is made from a new aluminum and heavy-gauge steel powder coated in four decorator friendly colors, black, red, white and textured bronze so much more elegant. It includes a variety of decorative styles and adds a touch of extra appeal. Price: $199. Available at www.accesstomodernhomes.com or www.acessomes.com.

The SmartShopper Grocery List Organizer

The SmartShopper Grocery List Organizer uses today's recognition technology so anyone in the family can quickly enter an item onto the family grocery list using just their voice. Mount this device on your fridge and it will recognize grocery items by type and amount by hearing, painting from your voice when you’re ready to shop. It’s simple to operate, right out of the box and so useful, you'll wonder how you ever did without it. Price: $145.55. Available at www.smarts approached.com.

IdeaPaint

IdeaPaint has created an eco-friendly, single-coat paint that can turn any paintable surface into a functional dry erase board. With its latest release, the transparent topcoat has transformed a surface of any color into a dry erase whiteboard. IdeaPaint can create a whiteboard environment wherever kids play, work or socialize. The product is available in roll, can and powder. Per Roll is $225 for 100 square feet and $110 for 50 square feet. Available at www.ideapaint.com and www.idealox.com.

Redoute: The Grand Collection Tabletop Portfolio

What Audubon was to birds, Pierre-Joseph Redouté (1759-1840) was to flowers. And Audubon was to trees, so it's not a surprise that J. Press Josefinate Redoute's botanical painting, drawing as much on romance as on art for his exquisite flowers and trees. In this exclusive, limited-edition Grand Collection, 128 of Redouté's elegant botanicals are reproduced as a portfolio of individual sheets. They include many of his famous roses and are suitable as a mixing tabletop backdrop, for framing or sharing. The Linen-clad portfolio box is itself a work of art, opening by panel to reveal its garden of botanical delights. Today an original Redoute sells for thousands, and a small reproduction can cost 25 times more than one plucked from our portfolio. The Leveque Press exclusive is a strictly limited edition of 1,490. Price: $149. Available at www.leveques.com.

Rock Starfish Painting

Anna Hart's art work with oil on canvas is based on a self-study of the human form, nature, colors and emotion. Her dedication to learning, and a hands-on approach by dreaming, has an experience with others is indicative of Hart's dedication to creating and providing approachable and evocative art. Heavy, sweeping broad strokes of thick, oil paints that create a three-dimensional effect are trademarks of Hart's work. It is through her connection with art, nature, and humanity, that Hart finds comfort through expression. She believes that art should provide relaxation, peace, quiet comfort and renewal. "Rock Starfish" 22 x 24 inches. Oil on Canvas. Price: $3,500. Available at www.annaart.com.